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Abstract: 

For the purpose of determination of the bearing capacity and deformability characteristics of a 

specific connection type for a prefabricated reinforced concrete structural system, full-scale 

quasi-static experimental tests were performed. Two separate loading configurations were 

examined in order to assess the behaviour of monolithic column-to-foundation socket connection 

in the nonlinear domain. Firstly, the column-to-foundation connection was investigated under 

the action of adequate axial force and simulated lateral cyclic loading until failure. Then, the 

joint socket was utilized for pull-out tests to determine the force-slip relationship of the 

monolithic connection. The instrumentation of the specimens followed the configuration of the 

structural elements and the need for correct assessment of their behaviour during the testing. In 

general, the performance of the column-to-foundation joint connection was estimated to satisfy 

the design provisions and provide sufficient capacity for the design loads in the elastic domain.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The use of prefabricated reinforced concrete in the building of industrial facilities offers 

advantages in terms of the time of erection, cost of the project, quality and safety control and 

sustainable construction. However, in regions of high seismicity, the behaviour of such structures 

relies greatly on the connections design. It is particularly critical since the connections should 

dissipate energy through significant cyclic nonlinear deformations while maintaining their 

capacity and the integrity of the structural system [1]. Regarding past seismic performance, 

socket foundations provide substantial fixity at the base of the precast columns [2]. On the other 

hand, if the column-to-foundation connections are not designed for seismic loading, columns 

may lose their verticality owing to permanent relative displacements and rotations experienced at 
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the foundation level [3]. Therefore, the column-to-foundation connections require experimental 

proof to validate their application. 

Previously, it was experimentally established that the socket-type systems, mainly used in 

the design of prefabricated reinforced concrete structures, provide sufficient energy dissipation 

[4]. Additionally, this type of foundation shows a stable response under axial and lateral cyclic 

loading. Compared with other connection joints (cast-in-place and grouted sleeve joints), the 

socket foundations show a more pronounced extension of flexural cracks at the column base, 

spreading along a length approximately equal to the column base [5]. Furthermore, experimental 

tests were conducted in order to derive a practical design method of connection details for socket 

base connections [6]. Detailed inspection of these connections at the end of testing indicates that 

they behave as rigid connections [7]. 

The study presented in this paper examines the load capacity and deformability properties 

of a specific column-to-foundation connection through quasi-static full-scale testing. The models 

are examined in the nonlinear domain under axial and lateral cyclic loading. Two identical 

models are investigated until failure and the behaviour of the socket connection is assessed by 

the output of the configured instrumentation. Afterwards, the first specimen is investigated under 

pull-out tests to obtain the force-slip capacity of the socket joint. It is established that the 

monolithic nature of the joint connection under the design loads is preserved throughout the 

testing procedure. 

2. DEFINITION OF TESTING MODELS 

Based upon the primary goal of this study, detailed design for the joint connection model is 

performed. The aim is to design the models for simulation of the real behavior of the connection 

avoiding any chance of error during the testing. The design of the structural elements of the 

connection is performed purposefully to facilitate that failure does not occur under the maximum 

design load.   

The investigated models are designed to simulate the realistic performance of the column-

to-foundation connection. Two structural elements constitute the models investigated: (1) socket 

foundation and (2) column. The dimensions of the foundation element in the base are 200/120 

cm and its height is 50 cm. In accordance with the footing, a socket with height of 100 cm, width 

of 120 cm and wall thickness of 20 cm is constructed. The column has a square cross-section 

with side length of 60 cm. After the correct placement of the constitutive elements in the 

assembly, the 10 cm gap between the socket and the column is grouted with a fine fraction 

concrete material.   

Figure 1 shows the specific dimensions of the test setup (Fig 1a) and two sections 

representing the connection of the foundation to the anchorage structure (Fig. 1b). The 

dimensions of the column, the socket and the grouted material fully correspond to the realistic 

dimensions of the connection. On the other hand, the foundation structure is modified to some 

extent due to the specific requirements for the modelling of the connection with the reaction 

wall.  

The reaction wall for the horizontal load is a stiff tapered cantilever bolted to a steel 

system. It is connected to the laboratory floor slab (strong floor) by means of large steel 

reinforcement bars crossing the slab and the steel elements (Fig 1b). 

The foundation structure is designed to withstand the maximum loading of the testing 

procedure while the design of the socket structure is conducted according to the structural 

analysis of the entire model. The column is primarily designed for maximum design loads and 

then checked for the ultimate loading of the testing procedure. The longitudinal reinforcement of 

the column consists of 12 bars with reinforcement ratio of approximately 1.3%. Closed stirrups 

of 8 mm diameter at 7.5 cm distance from centre to centre and additional 8 mm tie stirrups at 30 

cm distance are used as transverse reinforcement of the column.  
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 a) b) 

Figure 1. Testing model setup: (a) plan view (b) sections 1-1 and 2-2. 

The vertical and lateral loading of the model is applied through hydraulic actuators 

connected to the column on the opposite side of the reaction walls. The connection between the 

column and the jacks is designed with two anchor plates and four anchoring holes  and 

represents a hinge joint (Fig. 2).  

 

Figure 2. View of the actuators-column connection. 

3. QUASI-STATIC TESTING METHODOLOGY 

The quasi-static testing is performed in the Dynamic Testing Laboratory of the Institute of 

Earthquake Engineering and Engineering Seismology in Skopje. For that purpose, specifically 

defined systems within the laboratory are employed: multi component loading system for quasi-

static testing, measurement and control system, data acquisition and data processing system.  

In this particular experiment, depending on the test performed (axial and lateral or pull-

out), two servo actuators are utilized. The smaller one is used for the axial load application (1000 

kN loading capacity) and the larger one for the cyclic lateral loading (1500 kN loading capacity).  
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3.1. Instrumentation 

The instrumentation is composed of displacement transducers (LVDT) placed at pre-

defined characteristic positions on the models, strain gauges (SG) that measure the strains in the 

reinforcement bars and load cells which measure the applied forces. Complete schematic of the 

instrumentation of the model is shown in Figure 3.  

  

Figure 3. Instrumentation setup of model. 

The LC devices are assembled on the vertical and horizontal force pistons in order to 

measure the applied axial and lateral loading on the model. At the same place, two LVDTs are 

installed as well, measuring the displacement between the actuators and the edges of the column. 

Additional LVDTs are placed at the column-to-foundation connection and along the footing 

length at characteristic points. Another LVDT is positioned between the column and the socket 

to define the slip during the pull-out test of the specimen. Two SGs are installed internally at the 

reinforcement of the column measuring the steel strains, while the other two are placed on the 

outer side of the column measuring the strain in the concrete. 

3.2. Loading of the model 

The loading program of the experimental procedure encompasses two distinct tests. Firstly, 

the capacity of the column-to-foundation connection is evaluated by observation of the failure in 

the socket. The external forces are represented through a vertical component Fv (axial force) and 

cyclic lateral component Fh, Figure 4a. In the final test, the slip-force capacity of the connection 

is determined where the column is subjected to axial tensile force, applied as a pull-out load Fp, 

Figure 4b. 

 a)  b) 

Figure 4. Model loading (a) cyclic lateral (b) pull-out. 
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3.3. Testing results 

The testing of the models is performed based on a predefined load application program. In 

the beginning, axial force of 300 kN is applied with the smaller servo-actuator which 

corresponds to the action of gravity loads on the column.  Then, using the larger servo-actuator 

successive monotonic increase of the displacement amplitude is executed until the connection 

has reached nonlinearity. The moment-displacement and force-displacement relationships are 

presented in Figure 5. It can be observed that the yielding is reached for a base moment value of 

M=560 kNm and lateral force Fh=186 kN. This point on the graph represents the yielding point 

of the cross-section and demonstrates its capacity in the linear domain which is of big interest 

when considering the design of the prefabricated structural elements.  

 a)  b) 

Figure 5. (a) Moment-displacement (b) Force-displacement. 

Additionally, from the graphs in Figure 5a and 5b, the maximum displacement and the 

maximum lateral load values are obtained. The maximum displacement is measured at 116 mm, 

while the maximum lateral force is 246 kN. Furthermore, Figure 6 displays the time-histories of 

the applied loading measured by the LCs at the actuators. The lateral force values are shown in 

Figure 6a, while the constant vertical load is presented in Figure 6b. 

 a)  b) 

Figure 6. Time-history of applied loads (a) lateral (b) axial. 

The SGs located at the bottom of the column, measured the strain in the longitudinal 

reinforcement and the concrete during the investigation. The maximum measured strain in the 

longitudinal bars after the completion of the testing procedure is 1.5‰ (Fig. 7a) which 

demonstrates significant capacity of the reinforcement in the section. Figure 7b, on the other 

hand, displays the strains measured in the concrete under axial and lateral loading. The graph 

clearly shows that the ultimate strain value of the concrete in compression [8] is approached as 

the lateral load is increased during the experimental tests. 
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 a)  b) 

Figure 7. Time-history of measured strains at (a) reinforcement (b) concrete. 

Characteristic damage of the investigated specimen is displayed in Figure 8. It is observed 

that the failure happened simultaneously in the grouted mixture, the socket and the column. 

Figure 8a displays the crack pattern in the grouted concrete and the socket. The cracks are 

concentrated mainly in the angles and progress with increase of the loading. The first crack in the 

socket occurs in its angle under lateral load of 100 kN. Under lateral load of 125 kN, a crack 

appears at the contact between the socket and the grouted concrete that increases as the load is 

amplified. Cracks in the column are observed in Figure 8b. These cracks appear progressively 

under the load of 250 kN when the capacity of the column is exceeded. 

 a)  b) 

Figure 8. First model crack patterns at (a) socket (b) column. 

After the completion of the first experiment, testing of the capacity of the column 

subjected to a pull-out force is performed.  

 a)  b) 

Figure 9. Pull-out test results (a) force-displacement graph (b) slip failure. 
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The axial force-displacement relationship is presented in Figure 9a. The capacity force is 

measured at Fp=120 kN which is a value impossible to reach under realistic conditions. Figure 

9b shows the slip between the socket and the column. It is observed from this figure that the 

failure occurred at the contact between the socket and the grouted material. On the other hand, 

the contact between the column and the grouted concrete remains undamaged and there is no 

observation of rupture at the connection.  

Finally, Figure 10 shows the typical damage patterns of the second investigated model. 

Simultaneous damage in the grouted concrete, the socket and the column is observed yet again. 

In Figure 10a the cracks in the grouted mixture and the socket are visible. They are mainly 

concentrated in the angles and progress with amplification of the loading. The first socket crack 

appears in the element angle under the lateral force of 90 kN. Under the 120 kN lateral loading, 

the first crack at the contact between the socket and the grout appears, as well. It is accompanied 

with a side crack in the socket structure that also progresses as the loading is increased. 

Significant crack along the contact between the column and the socket is observed in Figure 10b, 

occurring at 210 kN lateral load.  

 a)  b) 

Figure 10. Second model crack patterns at (a) socket (b) column. 

4. DISCUSSION 

This research paper presents the procedure and results of an experimental laboratory 

testing for capacity and deformability determination of characteristic prefabricated connection in 

real size. 

Prefabricated concrete buildings behave in a different way to those where the concrete is 

cast in-situ, with the components subject to different forces and movements [9]. Clearly, the 

proof of the behaviour of a particular structural system in ideal conditions indicates experimental 

testing of every structural element and characteristic connection of the system. However, in this 

specific case, investigation of the behaviour of a single connection of the prefabricated 

reinforced concrete hall system has been performed. A connection that predominantly affects the 

structural response of the prefabricated structure to lateral loading is examined acquiring useful 

information for the behaviour of the entire system. 

 Appearance of the first diagonal crack in the grouted concrete and the socket is observed, 

under lateral load producing moment of 375 kNm. 

 Development of significant cracks in the column base above the socket is detected, under 

a horizontal force producing moment of 750 kNm. For the same moment value, the 

damages in the socket and the grouted mixture are smaller. 

 Hysteretic relationship for a critical cross-section of the column is presented in the form 

of moment-displacement (Figure 5a) and force displacement graphs (Figure 5b). It is 

established that the cross-section demonstrates steady characteristics and substantial 

ductility. 
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 Generally, this connection shows characteristics of stable behaviour and does not require 

taking additional measures for structural improvement. 

 The hysteretic relationships presented evaluate the correlation between the design 

moment, the moment of the first crack and the moment of failure of the cross-section. 

These characteristic points can be used during the design phase. 

 The pull-out test of the column evaluates the slip capacity of the connection. It 

demonstrates that the slip happens at 120 kN force. Pull-out force can happen during 

seismic loading and it should be checked in the design of the structure. 

 Experimental tests provide information about the realistic behaviour of the investigated 

elements and prove the monolithic nature of the column-to-foundation connection. 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Taking into consideration the high-quality manufacturing and assembly of the investigated 

model specimens, the experimental test results represent a useful database for this type of 

structures. Based on the findings in this experimental study, specific parameters for the 

prefabricated reinforced concrete socket connections can be defined for their improved 

applicative implementation. 

Additionally, the testing results presented in this paper demonstrate the monolithic nature 

of the connection, its bearing capacity and deformability and its role in the stability of the 

prefabricated reinforced concrete hall structures. 

The hysteretic diagrams obtained support the design procedure of the connection, 

providing beneficial data for the characteristic points of the structural response under combined 

axial force and bending moment. The experimental tests also provide the slip capacity of the 

connection. 

Benefitting the conclusions of this experimental study, further development in the 

analytical modelling and performance optimization of the column-to-foundation connection can 

be achieved. Finally, the results obtained provide significant importance for analytical 

improvement of the constitutive and analytical models of the prefabricated structures. 
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